BERYLLS INSIGHTS

THE UNEXPECTED NEW THREAT
TO OEMS’ BOTTOM LINE

By Berylls Strategy Advisors

THE B2B PROFIT POOL BATTLEGROUND IS CHANGING
What is the real future threat to car manufacturers? Who is poised to steal
OEM profitability? It’s not the organizations that first spring to mind, says
Berylls Strategy Advisors, the international automotive consultancy. “The
received wisdom is that the likes of Uber, Didi and Lyft are a threatening
cloud on the manufacturers’ horizon; but there’s someone else about to
claim a far bigger slice of the profit pie,” explains Jonas Wagner, Partner at
Berylls. “Look closely at where leasing and rental fleets are heading, and
suddenly you see a very substantial new threat to the future of OEMs.”

THE NEW THREAT TO OEMS
“Fleet operators of this sort have established a smooth system to serve diverse
mobility needs: from leasing and long- or short-term rental, right through to
car sharing. But these intermediaries are about to take a quantum leap forward,
a leap that presents a real threat to OEMs.”
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In major European automotive markets, B2B sales have already overtaken
private sales and the share is growing. Hence OEMs face the risk of ever-higher
discounts and the increasing loss of customer contact. B2B sales also bring
the risk of losing lucrative aftersales business.
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THE BALANCE OF POWER IS
ABOUT TO SHIFT
“But all this is well understood by the OEMs – it’s a challenge they’ve been facing
for decades,” continues Wagner. “What’s far less recognized is that the balance
of power is about to shift – radically. Leasing and rental companies are on
the brink of launching vastly more flexible and integrated product offerings
that will allow customers to use any vehicle on the fleet flexibly – whether
as a rental, a lease, or a shared vehicle – and then to combine this offering
with other travel expenses, to offer multimodal travel and vehicle management.” Sixt, for example, has launched its Sixt One app that combines car
rental, car sharing and ride hailing, while MaaS Sixt (Mobility as a Service) is a
flexible offering for corporate customers. It allows a mobility budget per employee, tracks their spending for car rental, car sharing and taxi services and
combines them in a monthly invoice. Sixt has developed new B2B business
models with impressive agility and speed, piling the pressure on traditional,
dedicated companies by expanding into their areas.

COMPETITION SNAPSHOT: IS SIXT KILLING IT ALL?
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Smart vehicle and sales channel management is a key to offer a viable business
model. To know which cars and services are needed where and when is
necessary to match demand and offering. “Big data management and AI
could create these one-stop-shop approaches,” suggests Philipp Enderle,
Consultant at Berylls, “just think about transparent and digital travel expense
reporting – releasing this today often paper based burden is a selling point
itself.” And Sixt is by no means the only company to do so. Take Enterprise
(the “Sixt of America”), which is evolving from a traditional car rental company
into a global transportation solution, and LeasePlan, calling itself the world
leader in the €75 billion car-as-a-service market, with the stated aim of providing
“what’s next in mobility via an any car, anytime, anywhere service”.
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OEM’S VEHICLE LIFETIME REVENUES ARE AT RISK. UNLESS…
As a result, OEM’s vehicle lifetime revenues are at serious risk. Unless… car
manufacturers start to manage the profit generated by operating the vehicles
they produce. At which point, the threat becomes a huge and viable opportunity
for OEMs to bring in a whole new raft of revenues and profits. “It takes a leap
of faith to picture an OEM owning and using its own vehicles for corporate
car sharing, or ride hailing, or other mobility options currently claimed by
rental and leasing companies, while participating in non-vehicle-related revenues from business travel on a global scale. But it makes clear, logical
sense”, says Wagner. With integrated fleet management, OEMs retain control
and share revenue of the fleet vehicles over the first leasing period. But it
shouldn’t stop here. Additional profit pools to tap into include a second leasing period for the used cars, while OEMs can also increase profit margins
by utilizing their network for cross-border remarketing. In short, the vehicle
lifetime value (VLV) needs to become the center of attention. The figures are
compelling: retaining control of the second lifetime of a vehicle can increase
profits of about 20-30% per vehicle.
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“Some OEMs already have experience of fleet leasing and fleet management
but have so far failed to integrate them into a single B2B solution,” says Enderle.
Other OEMs have acquired independent lease companies (Alphabet/BMW,
Athlon/Daimler and so on) as a rapid way to gain the necessary experience,
skills and, very importantly, knowledge of regional variations. But the B2B business has not yet become a key focus of OEM business and full integration is still
some way off. “We believe that reaping lifetime profits from the vehicles will
become a vital new focus for OEMs, if they want to ride the tidal wave of change
that’s bearing down on the industry,” Jonas Wagner concludes.
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NEXT STEPS: POSSIBLE OEM
ACTION PLAN
1

Think Vehicle Lifetime Value (VLV)
• Consider revenues and profits not only from a new car
sales perspective, but with a holistic vehicle lifetime value
constantly in mind
• Overcome business “silos” to fully explore potential
• Manage all available assets (new, used, leasing, rental, etc.)
intelligently
• Develop a holistic steering logic as well as a customerdedicated mindset and culture
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Establish a dedicated B2B unit
• Bundle resources, break down “business silos” and 		
form a dedicated B2B unit
• Define a clear sales strategy to supply all B2B customers:
from SMEs to large, multinational companies, and from
rental/leasing companies to new mobility providers
• Integrate all relevant B2B services into a single offering
and act as a one-stop shop, serving customers through
the dedicated unit
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Create “one-stop mobility”
• Combine B2B2C business areas and aggregate them into
a single end-customer-facing frontend
• Integrate an OEM’s own offerings – such as car sharing
and rental – with those of third-party providers, such
as ride hailing or micro-mobility solutions
• Ensure that flexible usage with allocation of all available
assets becomes a major building block of the offering
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Berylls Strategy Advisors is a top management consulting firm
specialized in the automotive industry, with offices in Munich and
Berlin, in China, in Great Britain, in South Korea, in Switzerland and
in the USA. Its strategy advisors and associated expert network
collaborate with automotive manufacturers, automotive suppliers,
engineering services providers, outfitters, and investors to find
answers to the automotive industry’s key challenges. The main
focus is on innovation and growth strategies, support for mergers
& acquisitions, organizational development and transformation,
and profit improvement measures across the entire value chain.
In addition, together with our clients, experts at Berylls Digital
Ventures develop solutions for digitizing and transforming the
business models of OEMs, suppliers, and engineering services
providers. Longstanding experience, well-founded knowledge,
innovative solutions, as well as an entrepreneurial mindset distinguish
Berylls consulting teams. Through partnerships with experts,
Berylls can draw on in-depth technology expertise, a comprehensive
understanding of the market, and powerful networks in order to
develop workable solutions.
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